
Hash Trash .. don’t let the facts get in the way 

of a good story! 
 

 

The Nasty hotline was busy with Covid coordination so this weeks run could go ahead and 

include as many hashmen as possible.  

 

The footpath on Orchid Ave outside Costa D’ora was blocked with eager Hashmen happy to 

gather in great numbers during these new Covid compliance rules. Sir Ferret called for order 

at 6pm and told the runners and fast walkers to head to the light rail station and get off at 

Broadwater Park station and run/walk back. The rest can get off at Main Beach station and 

walk back.  

There were a few hashmen who for various health (and beverage appreciation) reasons 

needed to stay behind at the restaurant, who were verbally abused by the hare and shamed 

into going for a short walk. The hare of course did not leave and stayed behind drinking red 

wine 🍷. After all he was trained during his pubic service years to be Australia’s greatest 

delegator, and it is his birthday.  

 

On return from the run hashmen were calling for spectacles and magnifying glasses to 

complete the Covid forms on the tables. Some needed help to spell their names � 

 

There were stories shared with the usual tales of woe and before long all chatter turned to the 

menu and what to order.  

Nosh 

 

Circle called by GM STD at 7.15 and announced that postcode hash will begin next week. 

We can have 30,000 people at an AFL game but 35 responsible people can’t gather for a hash 

run. Go figure! 😳 

 

Run report 

Walk report was given by Sir Slab and he (correctly) said the walk was straight back from 

the light rail station.  

 

Run report was given by Miscarrage who said that the wealthy people (of whom he is not 

one) would not pay the light rail fee and chose to do a beach walk. Sir Blackiesaid he would 

not be seen dead on the light rail. 

 

Miscarrage’s said his mate Brownie Box was well behaved and enjoyed the touch up along 

the run  

 

Magician got caught in the false walk scam lead by S Bends  

 

Birthday Boy Sir Ferret took a DD and a song of Hashy Birthday  

 

Visitors  

Brownie Box and Big O 

DD 

 



Now Loved charged by GM STD for eating STD’s dinner at the last splinter lunch  

 

Now Loved charged Fanny Charmer for driving like an old mole in the right hand lane and 

blocking traffic  

 

Miscarrage announce his success with the council approval for his subdivision on 

Blackstump Crt. DD 

 

NowLoved charged SBends with losing a jumper at Hash last week. Sbends was most 

disappointed that it was not the jumper he lost 3 years ago. I’ll leave you to work that one 

out😉 

 

Sir Botcho and Shat went to Brisbane Hash lunch and awarded with medals for 

getting Brengun home safely when he was so pissed after the last lunch.  

 

POW not appropriate for this venue  

 

Next weeks run is Post Code runs please check in with your local hares to confirm numbers 

before showing up.  

 

Now Loved announced his bush walk, and see website for details  

 

End of circle  Sir Ferret 7.30... and the night continued with laughter and chatter and red and 

white wine  

 

 

On On 

Nasty 

On Sec 

 

 
 


